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Background

Systematic Review : Original papers

➢ Average number of connected devices in UK → 9.16 (Statista, 2020).
➢ A significant need to focus on the privacy and security issues
from a home user perspective.
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• Security & privacy in
general

Absence of holistic review of smart home
security

Security & privacy
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Lack of current reviews reflecting the
PrivSec aspects of User Perspectives at
home
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➢ PMT ( Protection motivation theory)
➢ TPB ( Theory of planned behaviour)
➢ TTAT ( Technology Threat Avoidance
Theory)
➢ S-O-R, VPR and other frameworks

➢ Role of trust
➢ Hybrid nature of smart
homes
➢ Smart device adoption

➢ Location of devices
➢ Use of devices
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Reviews on related demographic aspects and
contextual research is either very thin or old.
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➢ Effect of workplace
➢ Privacy awareness & perception
➢ Smart personal assistants
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Results:
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9 RQs
➢ Bystanders’ privacy
➢ Access control Issues
➢ Multi-user relationship

➢ Common authentication
techniques
➢ Multi-device privacy configuration
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Papers on user perspective were partial to
- Aspects of privacy
- Educational awareness
- Challenges in general
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➢ Broader systemic level,
➢ Specific devices
➢ Underlying PrivSec behaviour
➢ Concerns with regards to Smart
Speakers
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Discussions & recommendations
➢

Limited research on the impact of connected multiple
smart and traditional computing device
(1) On the security & privacy health of home user
(2) Home user behaviour and practice

➢

Need to explore security & privacy in different types of
multi-user home environments i.e.
(1) ‘Extended home’, (2) ‘Pseudo-home’

➢ Detailed experimental work is needed to examine the
details of data flows between
(1) Multiple devices (2) Multiple users
(3) In multiple context
➢ Advanced ‘Ontology’ to provide more holistic view
covering (1) Traditional devices (2) Smart devices (3)
Software (4) Network (5) Household structure (6) PrivSec
Threats (7) Different user types

